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advantages listed Mow can ho made to overcome thcw r»f the
motor ear by dividing; tin* service* into three or four cla^s<s >in*h
iis switching, suburban, express, passenger and heavy freight
and designing different lot'omotives, if nei'ossury, for two or twee
of these types of service, thus keeping the locomotive lomleil
approximately to its rated capacity. The advantages of the
locomotive in heavy service* may ik* listed as follows:
 1.	It eliminates necessity of re-equipping present cars as motor
cars.
 2.	It eliminates necessity of wiring some of the present cars
with, train cables for use as electric trailers,
 3.	Ease in making up trains regardless of whether they have
been electrically equipped or not—i.e., the electric locomotive
makes use of present ears without change therein,
 4.	Not necessar}r to make up trains In certain order with proper
number and location of motor cars therein.
 5.	Ease in reaching parts in locomotive for repair.
 6.	Make up of train not affected by failure of electrical equip-
ment.    Locomotive only, and not several cars of train, must be
switched in case of electrical breakdown.
 7.	First cost of motive power equipment is lower.
 8.	Maintenance expenses of motive power are lower.
At present the motor car train seems to offer the most ad-
vantages for accommodation passenger and suburban service,
while the locomotive seems best adapted for the long haul
passenger and freight service.
Granted that an electric locomotive is needed if trunk line
service is to be electrified, a study of the various types of electric
locomotives which are In use at the present time is of interest.
With the many years of experimenting arid practical experience
with steam locomotives which have led to a most satisfactory
design for the various types of service, advantage was taken of
present steam locomotive design and the electrical equipment
added with as little change as possible. To this end the manu-
facturers of steam locomotives and electrical machinery have
co-operated to a marked degree in developing the new product.
Locomotive Ratings.—The standardization rules of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers require that locomo-
tives shall Be rated in terms of the adhesive weight, nominal 1
hour tractive effort, continuous tractive effort and corresponding
speeds. The nominal and continuous tractive efforts are those

